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SOCAN testimony on HB2398  

Chair Marsh and members of the Oregon House Committee on Energy and Environment: 

I write on behalf of the 1500+ rural Southern Oregonians who are Southern Oregon Climate 

(SOCAN) Action Now as Co-facilitator.  The mission of SOCAN is to promote awareness and 

understanding about the basic science of global warming and its climate chaos consequences as 

well as encourage individual and collective action to address the problem.  I write to support 

HB2398.   

Across the United States, currently 8 states have goals that require or aspire to reach net zero 

greenhouse gas emissions by 2050.  Through Executive Order 20-04, Oregon now has a goal of 

reducing emissions to 20% of 1990 levels by 2050.  Of the 2019 state emissions total of 65 

Million Metric Tons (MMT) of Greenhouse Gases, Residential and Commercial emissions (nearly 

22.5 MMT) account for fully one third.  

Energy consumption and emissions associated with buildings is conventionally divided into two 

categories: embodied and operational.  Embodied refers to the energy use and emissions 

resulting from construction, while operational refers to the day-to-day maintenance 

requirements.  Building codes can impact both the embodied and operational components.  It is 

difficult to tease out from the state data supplied by Oregon’s DEQ what proportion of 

residential and commercial emissions are attributable to Heating, Ventilation, and Air 

Conditioning but the Center for Climate & Energy Solutions reports1 U.S. EIA data showing that 

some 38% of 2016 Residential emissions in the U.S. resulted from energy used for space heating 
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and cooling, with another 15% resulting from water heating. Meanwhile, in the Commercial 

sector, 30% of emissions resulted from space heating, cooling and ventilation, and 4% from 

water heating.  Any building adjustments that reduce those emissions will potentially 

contribute substantially to reducing statewide greenhouse gas emissions.   

While it is eminently reasonable to establish basic and reach codes that minimize greenhouse 

gas emissions in both construction and maintenance, it would also be reasonable to include 

within the reach codes, options that allow counties to require fire resistant materials in 

construction so that new buildings are better equipped, in fire exposed regions of the state, to 

resist the inevitable fires that global warming and its climate change consequences will impose 

on us.  

While the state may not wish to impose requirements on construction across the board, it 

seems entirely reasonable to establish reach codes that allow counties to adopt codes that are 

more stringent than baseline codes if they wish. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Alan R.P. Journet Ph.D.   

 

1 - https://www.c2es.org/document/decarbonizing-u-s-

buildings/#:~:text=Fossil%2Dfuel%20combustion%20attributed%20to,respectively%2C%20since%20a%2

02005%20peak 
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